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PSHE

Science

Y6 Diversity: Challenging discrimination and
stereotypes
Y6 Media: Evaluating media sources
Y6 Money: Influences and attitudes to finance
Y5 Personal Identity: recognising individuality and
different qualities; mental wellbeing
Y5 Managing online information and sharing
Y5 Jobs: Aspirations, career choices and stereotypes

Light
● Understand that light travels from light sources in in straight lines and
objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye
● Explain why shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast them
Evolution
● Recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils
provide information about living things that inhabited the Earth millions
of years ago - classifying, questioning and Darwin

Spring 2022 Upper School

Theme: Strike A Pose

Key Question: Does What You Wear Matter?

IDENTITY

CONCEPTS:
DREAMS JUDGEMENT

PORTRAYAL

OUTCOME:
Fashion Show: mood boards, catwalk, music and dance

Art and Design Technology
Printing: use different printing techniques with a range of media, build
• Design, plan and communicate ideas.
up layers of colour to create contrasting and complementary effects.
• Work with tools, equipment,
Digital Media: Create layered images from original ideas and enhance
materials & components to make
digital media by editing
products.
Drawing: use drawing to scale for the human figure to sketch designs
• Evaluating processes and products.
Textiles: learn and use different stitches to create an effect
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Other Subject Learning
Subject
Music

Knowledge and Skills
Musical notation and composition

PE

Dance (leading to a final dance based on catwalk poses) and Hockey

RE

Yr5: Creation. Eucharist
Yr6: Eid - Islam. The Empty Cross

French

Revision of days of the week and months of the year.
Feminine nouns and agreement of adjectives to create short sentences.
Verbs and commands.

Geography

Use maps and atlases to locate countries where relevant to the project

Computing

E-safety – revisit and renew the Sun Hill Junior school acceptable use policy
Digital Literacy - Video Editing and Creating a web page

